Jacquelyn Lucretia Goodrum Moszkowicz

Mrs. Jacquelyn Lucretia Goodrum Moszkowicz, age 48 of Houston, entered into eternal sleep Friday, April 17, 2009 a year after having suffered a hemorrhagic stroke. Mrs. Moszkowicz was born September 17, 1960 in Crockett to Bonnie Craven Goodrum of Pearson Chapel and Johnny G. Goodrum of Weldon.

Survivors include her husband Charles R. Moszkowicz, of Houston; son Chaz J. Moszkowicz, of Houston; mother Bonnie Goodrum, of Houston; mother-in-law Stella Meekes, of Tomball; father-in-law Pete Moszkowicz, of Houston; two sisters-in-law Doris Budnick and Lillian Kroczuk, both of Houston; one brother-in-law Donald Moszkowicz and wife Sue, of Silverdale, Wash.; four special aunts Betty Jacquelyn Jordan and husband J.T., of Pearson Chapel, Jordan, Tinker Brosnion and husband Jerry Brosnion, of Lovelady, Susie Cusworth, of Houston and Jobeth Goodrum, of The Woodlands; one uncle Bill Goodrum and wife Marie, of Weldon; three nieces Kendall Henderson, Crystal Budnick, both of Houston and Megan Moszkowicz, of Silverdale, Wash.; two nephews Kristopher and Kasey Kroczuk, both of Houston; one great-nephew Weston Kroczuk, of Houston; numerous cousins whom she loved dearly and some very special friends.

Preceded in death by her father Johnny Goodrum; two sisters Melinda M. Goodrum and Donna Kay Goodrum; and brother Leslie “Randy” Goodrum.

Memorial Services for Mrs. Jacquelyn Lucretia Goodrum Moszkowicz was held Tuesday, April 14, 2009 at Klein Funeral Home Cyfair N.W.

Mass Memorial was held Tuesday, April 28, at St. Elizabeth Ann Seton Catholic Church.